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NO. 4

BAND AND DORMITORY STUDENTS Musl{ies Strive To Regain
PARTI~IPATE SUNDAY IN ANNUAL Yictory Habit Tonight
ARCHDIOCESE· HOLY NAME RALLY In John Carroll Battle
Xavier Contingent Will Lead Parade Through The
Downtown District To Crosley Field For Services

Dormit.ory students'. the Xavi7r Band, an~ parishoners
of Bellarmme chapel will m~rc~ m ~ body this Sunday at
the annual Archdiocese of Cmcmnati Holy Name Rally.

•

Station WLW Sc.ene
Of Masque Society
0
• T
t
pening ryort S

12,000 Fans Anticipated To Witness Rejuvenated
Grid Squads Tussle In Ninth Renewal Of Rivalry

.

By Bob Coates

Striving to recover their winning stride will be Xavier's
Musketeers as they meet John Carroll'.,'> Blue Streaks in
Xavier Stadium tonight. The Blue Streaks, undefeated in
two starts, will be out to take their first victory from the
Muskies in this, the ninth game of the Jesuit rivalry. Upwards of 12,000 fans are expected
to be on hand for the opening dral Latin for twenty years as
festivities at 8:30 p.m.
his teams amassed the enviable
Final Night Game
record of 131 wins, 33 losses, and
This will be the fourth con- 18 ties. They also won nine city
secutive and final night game of championships.
Coach Ed Kluska of the Musk-·
the season for the Blue Battlers.
1
etee1:s
in three years at CincinThe Muskies have a tough assignment in attempting to stop nati Purcell high school guided
the offensive thrusts of the Blue the Cavaliers to three city champStreaks who have totaled 74 ionships. They won 35 games,
points in their two wins. They tied three and lost only one from
opened by downing Wooster, 39- 1943 to 1946.
Eisele Dayton Grad
o, and last week upset Toledo's
Coach Eisele, who was gradRockets, 35-14.
It will be a battle of two coach- uated from Dayton in 1926, has
es with outstanding high school formed a light fast team comcoaching records, both cmploy- posed primarily of athletes from
in'g the "T," and their first year the Cleveland ared. He is ably
in collegiate ranks. Coach Herb assisted by his life-long friend
Eisele of John Carroll was and classmate at Dayton, Bill
head coach at Cleveland Cathe· (Continued on Page 6)

Trials' for the Masque Society
were held last Monday evening
in Studio A, of Station WLW, in
down-town Cincinnati, under the
direction of Charles J. Lammers.
For thirteen years Mr. Lammers
has been directing the productions of WLW and has been
a director for over thirty years.
Productl· ons under hi's supervision
include "Let's Take A Look,"
aired over WLW and WINS;
1"Builders Of Destiny"; and other
~non-dramatic productions such as
NBC's "World Front." Assisting
Mr. Lammers will be Thomas
Kane, also of WLW.
Representation at the try-outs
included 46 men and 6 women
from the Evanston and Downtown Campuses. Hereafter, the
Masque Society will meet on the
first Wednesday of each month,
The 60-piece university band. pops to for the· Xavier News pho- at 1:30 in Room 47 of Albers Hall.
tographer on the 50 yard line of the stadium.
It has .been decided that an
'_/.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - evening of one act plays will be
Rev. Frank T. Dietz, S. J.,
presented sometime before Ad~
student counsellor, has urged all
lat1~0·
vent. Rehearsals for~ these plays
dormitory students to participate
will ·be held on Sunday afterin the rally and march with the
noon at 1 :30 and Monday eveXavier unit as an expression of
nings at 7:30, in Studio A, of
The first meeting of the newly organized Guidance and Coundevotion to the Holy Name of
WLW.
God. He asked also all day stud·Plans · call for the eventual selling Committee of lay faculty members was held on Friday,
ents to participate in the rally and
presentation of one full-length October 3 in Albers Hall, with Assistant Dean J. Peter Buschmann
presiding.
• march with their respective home
Mamtammg
·
· ·
th
d
f
. e a vocacy or play_ before Lent, and poss1'bly
A complete guidance service is being initiated at Xavier Uniparishes.
world peace, the youthful Inter- a large scale production for the
versity this year, in which each
Band in Lead
national Relations Club of Xa- end of the year.
faculty member, both lay and ed, and such records as test scores,
Mr. Gilbert Maringer, director vier University is fast developing
Jesuit,
will actively participate conference reports, medical reHEIDELBURG
CLUB
MEETS
of the Xavier Band, disclosed into one of the campus' most
and
assume
the responsibility ·of ports, and interview records will
With the singing of traditional
that the band will lead off the promising organizations. . As a
advising
and
counseling 25 to 35 be kept by the adviser throughGerman
folk
and
student
songs
First Division. They will march separate and integral university
students
throughout
the school out the school term o f the adin front of the dormitory stud- bid for International Relations, the first meeting of the Heidelyear.
Regular
conferences
are visee.
burg
Club
was
held
at
Hotel
Alms,
ents and Bellarmine chapel part- the Club has been busily preprograms
were
discuss(Continued on Page 8)
planned,
October
8.
Wednesday,
icipants, who will form on Race paring . lectures and interesting
Street north of 13th Street be0
fore 1: 30 p. m. The band will
meet at the Fieldhouse at 11: 30
The first of a series of six
a. m. and will be taken in buses
lectures
fashioning the historical
to the starting point.
background of the UN was preThe parade, climaxing with an sented
at the Hamilton, Ohio
By Marie Flournoy
address, the Holy Name Pledge, YMCA last Wednesday evening.
"The boys at Xavier are doing a splendid job for the missions films about foreign news, so
and Benediction by the Most Rev. Continuing each Wednesday until of Patna. I wish they could see the good being done by their con- too, the propaganda concerning
Archbishop, John T. McNicholas,
the series is completed, the fol- tributions. Their generosity ·gives much encouragement to our men; America shown in India is unO. P., at Crosley Field, will inlowing topics will be 'discussed: it is deeply appreciated.". Such was the message from the Most authentic and·· misleading. He
clude, some 12,000 members of
mentioned that Father Hubbard
October 15-Security Council Reverend Augustine F. Wildermuth, ~.J., D.D., while stopping at
Holy Name Societies of the ArchXavie.r last Friday, October 3,
- recently took several thousand
October 22-International Court for a brief visit.
W'ld
· t f ee t of f'l
· th e I n d'1a M'1ss10n
·
diocese of Cincinnati.
1 ermu th commen t e d th a t JUS
1 m m
of Justice
as the sensational is dramatized and is hoping that the film will
October .29-Mandated Islands
Consecration as Bishop
and exaggerated in American be shown in Cincinnati this fall.
November 5 - Contemporary
Father Wildermuth is antici0
Russian-U.S. Relations
pating his consecration as Bishop
Before the entire student body
November 12-U.S; and Pan of Patna, October 28, in Chicago.
at the Convocation, Monday, OcAmericanism
He plans to return to India in
tober 6, Father Linz, prefect of
On October 15 and 22 there January but hopes to visit XavMarian Hall, branded as untrue will be three members of the ier again before his departure.
the article the News carried last XUIRC who will aid in panel
He spoke of the noble work of
week concerning his proposed discussions.
135 Jesuit missionaries in India
Campus Committee of the Student
Robert M. Quinlan, presiding which can claim only 35,000
Council. He especially emphasized Chairman of the club, will speak Catholics in her country of 30
·that he was not operating a "date Sunday evening, October 12 be- million. "The Cath-Oilic Mission
bureau" nor •was he organizing fore a college group of the Knox Medical Nuns have been a wond1
a Gestapo to curb vandalism.
Presbyterian Church, Hyde Park. erful aid to us. Among these Nuns
Father Linz told the News this His text, pertinent to the UN, who come from Philadelphia we
week that he is continuing his will start at 8 p.m.
found some remarkable and courefforts to organize the Campus
ageous women. 'fheir doctors
Committee but has not yet com· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . have been indispensible."
pleted the arrangements.
A Spot of Tea With OLC
T~rror ExaHerated
EDITOR'S NOTEs The News
A tea will be pven at
TegTets its eTToTs in the OctobeT O. L. c. on Friday, Oct. 17th
When questioned about the ter".'
3 aTticle and its appaTent mis- at 7:30 p.m. All Xavier men ·ror and bloodshed which, if we
TepTese71itation of FatheT Linz' are Invited.
believe the current news films,
Bishop Elect A. F. Wildermuth S.J'. D.D. is shown with Xavier's
position.
has engulfed all of India, Father Brother Leo Keule and Frank T. Dietz, student counsellor.

Int.· . R·e·
ns . .
CZUb F UrtherS
Lect ure
· Pl ·
ans

Faculty Convenes To Organize
Students Counselling Service

~~~ep~~~~:~ ~~!et:u~~:~~st~:;~ Patna Bishop Elect Wildermuth Compliments

Xavier Student Bod y

Father Linz Denies
. l
T. rut h f A rtic e

upon- Its Generos1ty
•
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Xuttttr lltutuerstty Nems .Mac's
..... ·

xn,·it'i" university, Oct. 10, 1947,
weekly except during vacation perlocl
Yol. XXXll, No. •1 Xavier University, Hamilton Caunty, Clnelnnntl, Ohio,
En1nsto11. $1.liO 11er year.
Ap11llc11tlo11 tor entry as second·claH
matter ls pendlnir. ,
Subscription •1.r.o per :rear,
~ember

Jesuit Collece Newspaper Als'n.

11

'"

By John C. McDonald

...

[This "Letters to the Editor" column is for an exchange of
views
and serves as an open forum for free and frank disAssociated Colleclate Preu
c11ssion of any matters of interest' to Xavier students, alumTO-DAY, dear friends, our
The Catholic School Press Als'n.
. ni, and friends.
Letters should be· limited to 200 words,
typewriter ribbon is saturated
must be signed but names will be deleted from publicaVITRIOL.
Intercollegiate Colleie Press
tion if requested.]
.Those fellows with the pinched,
J-:.titor-lu-chler
\\'llllnm JI. Uockloge, '48 hungry-looking faces .are NOT
""8 oelnte t;dih;;.;;"··......................................................
CJ. Chnrles Lnng,
A Good 'V 01·d fo1· the Deans each side of the parkway, with
..................................................... j',4;ii18"iiu1mln1r, JO'-" l\leyer.
refugees. They just get their
a neat sign' saying "Pick up a
Dear Editor:
NewK t:ditnrN ................................................ ,John \\'111ltlell, RUh1rence
b t HIBechtoltl
'40 "meals" at the students cafeteria.
College Vet" or "How about a
I believe I express the opinion
:··~:~~·;"c~~~~:;;~n;.·,;························································i'iici<''i'ie11k:1, e;tohe~t~~~ntes
ride, Buddy" or such in order to
It wasn't entirely school spirit
Jo:~·••nlu • Cnlh• •., t;im;;;:............................................ ·
Murie :t'lournoy
t;xchn1~g., Jo:cll~nrs
...................................... iJ"1i"1i'1ci""(i""iiiiiiiiell, ,Jo•ePh Uelly that took us to the pow-wow last of the entire lay faculty when I eliminate the
embarrassing sitClrculntlon ;\lnnnger,;"""'"""""'"'"''""''"'"'••••"•••"i:iiirene 1''rle1lmn1111, Thon111s Heiting.
HuMlne•• ;\1111111 •er
..................................
· ·
Gerr3· H11llor11n Thursday. We'd heard they were congratulate
and compliment uation of having vets beg for
I e JorterM
g
ao•••································••••h•h•U•;.f,;",ii.. 'liiiiiiiil' JaUHCM O'Brien
J~n~\·n rtl Nnijf;i-iiii iit4,' itf;i;ert i°i(l,.1Cf"; ·:;~jiiii"" i:f;iij(jjc1, I ,ylo 1!0rc1111c~11, :.~rerl :Nc\\•hlll, planning to roast a couple of as- Dean Nieporte and Ass't Dean rides after classes. There isn't a
ChurlcM J,urldn, J,ou Jio11h1Hld, Hert Downing, llenr)· 1'1nssey, ,Jnmcs Roy, sociate editors. (Ain't it WARM,
Buschman for the construction of very efficient transportation sys'"
Uon :\lryer, Churll'H lioenlg, .Andrew \'. DoJeHnk, .J111neH Ulrcly·
tern to get ~ fellow to town or
1''ncult~· 1':.lltorlnl A1h·lsor
Ile.-, ''lctor C. Stetch•chulte, S. ,J, Joe!)
and
equipping of the new Faculty
:t'neulty Director ............. ::.:·::::::::::::::::::::::::::.............
JoKeph Link, Jr,, '31i
out to the Valley quickly after
Freshman Merch Kampsen is
(The .-lews 111111 oplnlomo 1111 ex1•reRMe1I by vnrlotu• fent11re writers, eolumnl11ts
Room, No. 106, Science Hall. A class., and many a fellow's job
and 'guest writers do not necessnrlly c"preH tho oft'lclal opinion• "of tha raising a footb~ll mustache~ll
X1..-ler Unh·crslty Admlnlstrntlou.
l\lnttere of olrlclnl nntur" appenrlng on each side.
full-time secretary employed for depends on that lift.
In the NEWS will be "" deahrnated,)
It's a dull life ahead for a pre- record keeping in the new Guid'"
As alumni members, we are
Dent student-same old GRIND ance and Counselling program sure the Park Board would even
every day.
has been employed and all offices consider building the two very
both
Reminder to · students from are sufficiently private to enable ine:i....Pensive sh!:?lters
right along the Parkway, where
Kentucky-shoes MUST be worn
to class.
faculty members to have office'" the cars stop for the lights. How
Our weekly boutonniere of hours and to meet with students about a campaign for thiS,
poison ivy goes to that fellow concerning their educational prob'" alumni?
who said this column is juvenile .. lems.
Dr. B. L., and C. C.
• Go To It, Musketeers
The following unforgettable
It took a lot of planning and
Alumni
T IS good to see a great Xavier team playing at Corcoran· play speaks for itself, in its stark work, coupled with· considerable
•
Field again. Big X may not be an unbeatable squad but realismmoney to provide the faculty with
it is an outfit that can get up and fight. The battered eleven Scene: A certain news-room. a work-shop. I am sure the in- Relief Needecl Urgently
that measured Kentucky blow for blow last Saturday night MOE JYER, editor pro tern of vestment was a wise one and will
need not be ashamed of the score. Our only regret is that the Tavier U News, is seated at render dividends in new en,. Dear Editor:
it was the Wildcats and not the Musketeers who received the Editorial desk. Scattered- be- thus;asm, interest and loyalty 'I'he war has left 100,000 refugees in Denmark, most of whom
the opening k_ickoff. Had it been the other way around, fore him are heavily blue-pen- from. the lay faculty.
are people of German and Polish
Kluska's men might have been able to pacify their butter,. cile.d manuscripts. LO JINK, edorigin and they come from the
flies sooner. We swear by the tattered sandal of Saint Xavier itorial adviser, is seated nearby,
Joseph Link, Jr.,
that two of Kentucky's touchdowns were scored before the toying with a large bottle of glue.
Commerce Department. parts of Europe which ijre occupied by Russia today. These
White and Blue had a chance to put away their stage-fright. Several associate editors lounge
• •
people have lost ~verything durThe six games left to be played on Xavier's schedule are about the room, contemplating He Got His l\loncy's Worth
ing the war and now have even
going to be tough. John Carroll, Miami, UC, Dayton, Ohio new way to criticize their Dear Editor.
lost the possibility of returning·
U, and Marshall are all riding high this year. With the ex- writers. They, too, are toying
ception of our brothers in civic pride, th~ Cincinnati Bear- absently with boxes ·of paper- I'm not a Catholic and have home:- The Danish state. gives
never been ·a Xavier sportsfan,' them food, but no clothes.
cats, they are unbeaten· so. far. But after the coµrageous clips, bottles of ink; etc.
game of last Saturday night we know that the Musketeers
(The patter of little 'feet is but since taking in your last
After teaching at Xavier this·
three games I wanted to tell summer, I felt certain that many
are going to play those games to win, not to keep the score heard in_the hallway.)
down, not in hopes of a moral victory, but to win:
Enter MACK JICKDONALD, somebody at Avondale how much of the men would have some old
affectionately known in the news- I enjoyed your team this year. shoes, ties, shirts, trousers . or
room as "the editorial W:EE," It's a fighting team and a clean any kind of clothing which is
• To The U. S. Congress
softly whistling "Tavier, My Eye." one and, being a business man, badly worn and which would be
ROM all indications it is becoming increasingly more He holds a Travier U. pennant in I like my money's worth. I got appreciated by these unfortunates
evident that a veteran cannot live in even semi,.comfort one hand. Clutched in the other it, especially at the Kentucky in Europe.
on the sixty-five dollar monthly stipend given him under are a King-size lollipop and a game. I take my hat off to your
I wish, then, to appeal to the
coaching staff and my best wishes
the GI Bill.
.
grimy, MS.
Xavier men to send their old
According to the figures released last week by M.iss MOE JYER: (Snarling) "Go for a · good season.
clothes to an organization which
Loretta Leisgang, head of Xavier's Cafeteria, the student away!"
C. M. V. Hamilton
will supervise its fair and honest
pays on the average, $1.65 per day for meals. Th_is means LO JINK springs · to his feet.
• • •
distribution to "worthy people
an output of $49;50 per thirty day month for food alone! Add
Glaring balefully at MOE, he Appeal to the Alumni
really in need. This is the War
$15 a month for room rent, which we believ:e to be a low pats
MACK'S head.
D
Ed"t
Relief Services Warehouse, N.
estimate, and the veteran has the grand total of fifty cents JINK: (Kindly) "What is it, ear • 1 or:
C.W.C., 4055 10th Avenue, New
remaining for such incidentals as laundry, dry cleaning, and little fellow?"
I appeal again to the Alumni.
York
34, N. Y. Thanks, fellows,
car fare, not to mention his contributions to such worthy
Last year it was mentioned that
undertakings as the Patna Missions. This does not take into MACK: "Please, Mr. L--uh, '2 or 4 P.ark Shelters be built on for whatever you do for your
consideration any amusement or recreation, dates or an oc- Mr. Jink, I dot my tollum weady. each side of Victory Parkway buddies in Europe.
Sincerely,
casional movie, an impossibility under present conditions. I twied to wite it like a big boy, with a seat or two, to give shelter
wike you said I oughta,"
The plight of the married vet, as can well be imagined, is just
Paul
d' Auchamp
to
the
"Hitch
Hiking
college
stu'"
(A knock is heard.)
even more serious.
.
·
dents." One could be placed on
/
Former
Jpstructor
We find it mandatory to plead with the political leaders Enter DON JOE, a very intellof the nation to place the fate of the college vet first on igent-looking fellow.
MOE JYER: "Go away! Who're
the agenda when congress reconvenes.
YOU?"
DON JOE: "I heard you want• Let The- Flag - Fly Proudly
ed-I have an article here--er-HE ~olors have not been at the Cor~oran ~ield masthead my name is--"
Several Veterans have inquired of the possibility of getting a
durmg the last two weeks. Perhaps this is due to a MOE JER: "Go away! Who told second book under the G.I. Bill to replace losses. The answer is
jurisdictional dispute between the Military, Athletic, and you so--TAIS:E IT AWAY!" (DON NO. Once books and supplies have been purchased by the VA the
Maintenance Departments. If so, it would be well to settle JOE walks to door, a very fool- .individual veteran is responsible for them. So, any replace:nent
because of loss, destruction, or carelessness must be made by the
the problem. The flag belongs at the masthead whenever ish-looking fellow.)
MOE JYER: "Comehere! I'll veteran himself.
the weather is fair. Let's keep it there.
look at it--LET -ME HAVE IT!"
Veterans are reminded that in this requirement. Veterans
(There is a concerted rush in the Xavier University Bookstore who feel that they are not rethe news-room. Among the debris is required to exercise a reason- ceiving the necessary amounts -0f
seen falling ubout MOE JYER'S able control over the purchases books and supplies are invited
head, can be seen pages from an of books and supplies by veter~ns. to bring their complaints to Mr.
intelligently-written at·ticle, pap- The veterans' Administration Beumer in the Veterans' Office
Over fifty students from eight Catholic Colleges of this er clips, fragments .of a lollipop, .purchases all necessm·y books and at any time.
vicinity participated in the first 1947 meeting of the Cin- gobs of blue, and oh, yes, many supplies for the veteran in train- During the past several weeks,
cinnati Region of the National Federation of Catholic College etc's.
ing under P. L. 16 or P. L. 346. some veterans have dropped
Students. The main purpose of the meeting held at Xavier
CURTAIN
Books and supplies arc necessary some courses which has reduced
University on October 5 was to approve the proposed Rewhen "they are required by the their total credit-hour load to
gional Constitution.
the printing of the Regional News
After the Constitution had been the office of Recording Secre'" by Our Lady of Cincinnati Col- training institution of all stud- less than twleve credits. Don't
ents-veterans and non-veterans forget that this will also cause
approved, an election was held tary, filling the position left open lege.'
-taking
the same course." Hence, a reduction in. subsistence allowto fill two vacancies on the when Miss · Pat Burns, Mount
Those men representing Xavier
Regional Executive Board. Mr. Saint Joseph College, was ap- were Bob Conway, Senior Dele- the VA will not Plll'chase books ance. E'or your information, the
Frank Schmidt, Dayton Uni- pointed National Editor of the gate, Jerry Conrey', Junior Dele- or supplies which are not used following table is listed:
12 credit hours
versity, was chosen to replace NFCCS publication, The FoPltm. gate, D a n Stricker, Charles by all those taking the same Full subsistence
or over
Mr. James Beckman, formerly
After a lengthy discussion, the Rubey, Walter Whalen, Tom course or which are in excess of
% subsistence 11-10-9 credit hours
of Dayton, 'as Regional Vice- Regional Budget was approved. Courtney, Milt Partraidge, Leo the normal requirement,
This
President. Miss Helena Hogan, The last item of business of the Graham, and Marilyn Hilvers of c~ntl'Ol. 'is for Your protection, %subsistence 8-7-6 credit hours
1/4 subsistence 5-4-3 credit hours
Ursuline College, Louisville, took afternoon was the acceptine of the Evening Division.
and Xavier asks you to cooperat.e No subsistence
2-1 c~edit hours
00

00

I

• •

•

F

T.

NFCCS Delegates- In Opening
Session Approve Constit11tion

Vets Advised That Strayed
Bool{s Will Not B~ Replaced
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MEAL COSTS SUBJECT OF Tint Leahy's Cheer SENIORS MEET IN FIRST
Selected as Winner
HEATED COUNCIL DEBATE Front
ALL CLASS GATHERING
50 Entries

The prices charged in Xavier's two cafeterias, one of
Winner of the cheeI" contest
t h e few controversial issues remaining on the campus, precipitated a heated debate among members of Student Council sponsored by the Student Counat their regular meeting Monday. The subject arose follow- cil was Tim Leahy, Louisville,
ing the printing of a letter in the "Bee-Hive" ~olumn of the. Ky., arts junior. Selected from
News in its Friday edition, chargsome 50 entries, Leahy's cheer
in g that students are "paying same vein which showed that the was judged to be one that will
thru the nose" for food in the prices maintained in the cafe- bring best response at athletic
Union House cafeteria and in terias are completely fair. Both games. For his effort he received
South Hall.
of the uppercla;>smen gave spec- complimentary tickets for the
A motion by Senior class Pres- ial praise to the work being done remaining home football games
ident Jim Cullen", calling for the by. Miss Loretta Leisgang, cafe- this lea1;.
appointment of a two-man com- teria dietician.
Leahy's cheer is as follows:
mittee in Council to work with
In making opposition to the
M-U-S-K-1-E-S, Fight, Team,
other members in investigating arguements offered by the two
M-U-S-K-1-E-S, Fight, Team,
cafeteria prices, went down to a resident students, Cullen . and
Fight Muskies,
ten to two defeat following the Henkel maintained that in lieu
Fight Muskies,
discussion. Cullen and Dick Hen- of the objections raised by many
Fight, Team, Fight.
kel, junior representative, clash- off-campus students, the Student
The other cheers that are used
ed with Ed Glockner, Elet Hall Council should perform its prin- are listed below:
senior, and Neil O'Leary, Coun- cipal function of representing
Come on Blue,
cil's vice president, over the ques- the student body by forming the
Come on White,
tion of whether the prices charg- investigating committee rcgardCome on Xavier,
ed in the cafeterias merited in-· less of what its findings might
Fight, Fight, Fight.
vestigation.
be and reporting the results.
Independent Survey Made
Several other members offered
X-A-V-1-E-R (very slow)
their opinions and personal exX-A-V-1-E-R (slow)
The latter pair took particular
periences in line with the disX-A-V-1-E-R (fast)
exception to the Bee-Hive letter's
cussion before Cullen's motion
accusation that high prices were was defeated by an eight-vote
With an X
the result of poor management margin:
With an X
rather than the economic system
With an X-A-V
Objections Last Semester
employed. Glockner was the
With an I
principal figure in an independThe price issue brought action
With an I
ent investigation made by dorm- from resident students last serµWith an 1-E-R
itory students last May, and he ester when objections were raised
With an X-A-V, 1-E-R
cited facts and figures which ver- to the fact that board fees were
Xavier, Xavier, Xavier.
ified his claim that the cost of being paid for meals that were
Zip, Zap, Zui, Zam, f
meals in the school's cafeteria never eaten ·on campus. As a reLets go Lets ram,
was considerably less' than that sult, cafeteria coupon books were
Hit 'eln high,
at any nearby restaurant.
issued permitting the purchase
Hit 'em low,
O'Leary a!sQ made mention of of $6 worth of food for $5.50. The
Come on Xavier, Let's go.
his personal experience in the cafeteria now ·operates on a "payas-you-go" plan for all students.
Ziggety Boom! Rah! Rah!
Among other items of business
Ziggety Boom! Rah! Rah!
which Council considered was a
Hoo Rah! Hoo Rah!
motion by Larry Kane, freshman
Musketeers Rah! Rah!
member, that a clock be placed
(Swing trumpet) Fight, Fight,
in South Hall. Kane appointed to
The Xavier University Philo- contact the proper authorities.
(Swing trumpet) Fight, Fight,
sophical Society, renewed in 1941
.Jim Cullen's proposal that class
(Swing trumpet) Go, Xavier,
by the late . Rev. Frede.rick meetings be held as soon as possGo.
/
Meyer, S.J., held its first meeting ible met with approval, and he
Whistle,
(Long)
of ~he infant fall semester last stated that he hoped to call a
Boom?° Rah!
Monday evening at the Down- meeting of the senior class within
(Players Name)
town College. Taking up its aim the next week. Student Council
this year, .the Club intends to representatives will preside over
stimulate interest of philosophy these sessions, which will be held
among the stUdents and is mak- once a month according to Culing it possible for any member len's plan.
of the university to join provided
Additional Telephones
he has completed six credit hours
Sophomore
President
John
On Wednesday, Oct. 8 the
(two courses) of any philosophy
Hitz
reported
that
his
attempts
to Math-Physics Club held its first
subject. However, if a student
is just beginning philosophy this secure backing for his proposal to meeting of. the current year in
place additional telephones in Albers Hall with Charles Toelke,
semester, he becomes eligible for
dormitories had met with little X '47, a past officer of the club
membership.
success, but that the Very Rev. giving .-a short talk on "Physics
Meeting of the club will t~ke
President had promised some ac- in the Paint Industry."
place at 7 :45 p.m. every other
tion by November.
Mr. Toelke is now employed
Monday in the auditorium of
Efforts of the Council to have as a physicist with Ault Wiborg
the Evening Division, located on
the bus stop on the north side ·Of Company. This talk was jollowed
the fourth floor.
Dana avenue moved are under by two sound movies entitled,
Students interested in attendconsideration by Edgar Dciw Gil- "Electronics at Work" and "Ading these meetings should subman, the city's director of public venture in Research''.
mit their name, local address,
utilities,' Bert Downing, Council
Father stechschulte, moderator
phone number, courses taken
President, disclosed.
of
the club, then spoke briefly
in philosophy or psychology, and
on the purposes and methods of
at least one definite question
the organization.
which they would like to have
The president of the club for
discussed at a future meeting, to
the current year is James Cullen.
Father Wellmuth who is the
The club meets on the second
Tonight's game with John Carpresent moderator of the society.
Wednesday ·of each month. Proroll
will
see
the
first
attempt
at
This data may be passed on to
grams of the meetings will alterthe teach~r if more convenient Xavier University of a cheering nate between papers by students
Place and time of these meet- section card display. Four hund- and addresses by outside speakers.
ing were arranged to permit stu- red men in the students cheering
dents of all divisions to attend, section will cooperate under the
direction of cheer leader Jack
and bl'ing guests if they desire.
Clines to bring to Xavier another slice of "big time'" football,
Robert A. Conway, a junior at
and another example of the :reXavier
University. has assumed
juvenated spirit qf the student
the
duties
of the Senior Delegate
body
of
Xavier
University.
Meeting in order to acquaint
This card display has the sanc- in the National Federation of
· new and old members with the
plans of the coming year, The tion of the Athletic Department, Catholic College Students. ConXavier University Sodality of The the backing of the Alumni As way will • officially represent
Regional and NaImmaculate Conception held its sociation, and the backing ·of the Xavier at
first assembly of the year at Student Council. By the dint of tional meetings and will head the
tremendous effort, Bert Downing, local unit.
South Hall on October first.
Assisting Conway, Jerry ConWeekly meetings and a monthly President of Student Council, has
Communion Sunday are to be the extravaganza, prepared the rey, a sophomore, will fill the
scheduled in the near ·future. The cards with the aid of the Coun- position of Junior Delegate. He
activity for the members is the cil and a few spirited students, will share all the duties with the
Holy Name Parade on October and, with Mr. Clines, planned Senior Delegate and accompany
the display in its entirety?
12.
.
him to all meetings. '

Pliilosopliy Clrtb
Meets At Doivntoivn
College Artditorirtm

F 01·1ner Officer Of
Math-Physics Club
Addresses Meeting

Card Display Set
For Game Tonight

Sodality Holds
Initial Meeting

Con'way Senior
NFCCS Delegate

. The Senior Class will meet this afternoon, Friday, October 10, at 1:30 p.m. in South Hall in the first of a series
of all-class gatherings . under the auspices of the Student
Council.
.
The main purpose of the first meeting will be to consider the matters of class rings
and photographs for the Musketeer, according to James Cullen, Senior Class President.
S
The Junior Class will get toThe Xaviei· University Alumnae
gether October 15 at 1: 30 p. m. Association has a new official
in South Hall with their Council family. Newly elected ·Officers
Representatives for the same will include Ruth Grace, presipurposes as that of the Senior dent; Frances Burns, vice-presiClass meeting.
dent; Rita Shoemaker, secretary;
The Sophomore Class is sched- Mrs. John Jacober, treasurer. At
uled to hold its conclave October the recent election meeting of the ·
22 at the same time and same Board of Governors, plans were
place as the other two meetings, formulated for a general meeting
and the week following on Oct- to be held on the Evanston Camober 29, the Freshman Class will pus, Sunday Octobe1' 19. Miss
meet.
Margaret K. Murnahan, past
These meetings will continue President of the group, who prethroughout the semester, and this sided at the meeting reported.
sequence will repeat itself thereOn the agenda for future meetafter on each Wednesday through- ings is a tour of the Evanston
out the year unless a holiday Campus to inspect the latest phyor Holy Day intervenes.
sical additions, including North
Cullen emphasized all class and South Halls, and St. Barbara
members will have the oppor- Hall.
tunity .at these gatherings to voice
any problems they might have to
XAVIER's FAVORITE
their Student Council representatives.
BARBER
Further information in regard
JULIUS LOHR
to these meetings will be posted
3757 Montgomery Road
on the bulletin boards and pub3 Blocks East of Campus
lished in subsequent editions

N eiv Officers Head
Xaxie1·' Alrtmnae

....

From Our New, Larger Hat Section

EMERSON l-IATS

•

7-~0
Soft, fine, full-bodied fur felt hats ... fashioned to
make a lasting smart impression. The perfect topper
for your new coat ... equally important to make your
old outfit look even better.

all

'·
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Lou Kopinski' s Dormitory Beat

Freshmen Breathe Easier
By Dick Fairbanks & Paul Kelly
The first important play of the season, The Fatal Weakness
by George Kelly, opened for one week at the Cox, October 6, with
the famed comedienne, Ina Claire. After a week of inane vulgarity with Tobacco Road at the Cox, the footlights of the Emery will
play upon the colorful Victor Herbert operetta The Red Mill. · On
October 27 the Emery will present the seldom played Shakespearean, Anthony and Cleopatra with Katherine Cornell as the royal
Egyptian seductress.
It would be difficult to choose a more interesting quintet than
J. H. Thuman has selected for the 1947-48 Artist Series.· Puccini's
opera, Madame Butterfly will open the series at
the Taft, Tuesday, October 21. The young French
violinist, Ginette Neveu, will be heard in recital
on November 3. Dr. Sergei Koussevitzy will conduct the Boston Symphony Orchestra on December 3; this will be the only visiting orchestra
during the year. Gregor Piatigorsky, cellist, and
Myra Hess, English pianist will be heard in
January and February. If your entertainment
finances are limited (and whose aren't), here is
an opportunity to hear an outstanding pro·
gram ·with an opera, perhaps the nation's best
'symphony orchestra, aud three brilliant instrumentalists.
Perhaps you· are allergic ~ the very word ballet itself; but
if you could bear to attend one, you would quite likely be fascinated by the exqisite beauty and perfection combining the best
of color, music and graceful dance.
The Ballet Theatre,· top
troupe on tour, was seen at the Taft in Giselle: .with Youskevitch and Alicia Alonso as the principals in the famous classic
ballet. Les Patineurs was performed on the Tuesday, October 7
program. On Wednesday Pl'.incess Aurora, music by Tchaikowsky,
Tally-Hoi and Helen of Troy made up the repertoire.

Well, Freshman Week is over
and the results from those hazing
sessions were enlightening. The
conductor of events was soberfaced Ed Glockner, who was
"paddledly" assisted by Joe
Wethington, Ike Gorman· and
Bill Costello. We heard, and sometimes we ·were startled too, by a
few of the freshies ridiculous
answers. Freshman Joe Stenle
thought Bob McQuade was captain of the football team, and
Loretta Leisgang, school librarian and mother of Elet hall.
Others claimed, Father L. Linz
operated the switchboard, cha:tffeured for the president and was
in charge of veteran affairs.
However, Warren Finnegan as
number two quiz man added
greatly for those of eager paddlerow. To name a few: Who was
chief contractor for the Union

thanks to "I collect the tickets
and no questions asked." Dick
Cullen, John· Bourke, Paul Oberlin and Bob Sulli~an were
playing cut-throat, and . a well
conducted game it was too. It's
a fine sport only somebody always has to go home alone. Right
fellows?
Arky Boyle turned carpenter's
mate and constructed a beautiful
foot locker. Or was it a bureau?
A desk? What was it originally
supposed to be before we saw it
Arky?
Charles Schmelzer must have
some interesting data on Ken
Haner because Chuck's car has
that "see me shine" look all the
time, and naturally Ken is responsible.

RUTH BEST
THEATRICAL AGEllCT
Rath Bell&

Carol Chapelle
Sinton Hotel CBerrr 3111
.........
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GOES TO NIGHT SCHOOL
Xavieranus found himself in strange territory. The building
was located on a busy downtown street. It looked bleak and cold
from the outside. Xavieranus gasped for breath and then dashed
madly into the front entrance; he was late, as usual. Inside things
looked a little more normal; much like registration time at day
school. Bright lights were beaming; people were scurrying. No
one seemed to know just where he was going, but everyone was
in a hurry to get there.
IS DISTRACTED
Xavieranus oft finds himself distracted during a late afternon
class in Poetics by a blackboard full of German that stares him in
the face. He studied German in high school, and remembers just
enough to try to translate the stuff. He wishes that the German
students would erase their board.
But Xavieranus is distracted easily. He was even more distracted in this same class in Poetics when he en~red the classroom
and found the only available seat in tlie very first row. He sat,
but his ears pricked up when· the professor announced that the
day's seats .would be permanent. He was charting the positions!
So Xavieranus, who likes to lounge in the last row. is now stuck
in the first.
GETS HIS SHOES FIXED
Sometimes Xavieranus has difficulty in finding enough hours
to fill out the day, and little items like shoe repairs must be neglected. But he received some sound advice from his father, who,
looking at the "holey soles," remarked, "Don't have holes in your
· shoes while you'r still single; that c.omes later when you're a married man." So Xavieranus scurried off to the shoemaker, but when
he got there the cupboard was bare. It was Wednesday afternoon
and the shoemaker was closed.
GETS HIS PICTURE TAKEN
Xavieranus now knows that the News photegrapher, "Scoop"
McCarthy, is a determined man. The Scooper kept right after
Xavieranus until six o'clock one evening when he enticed Xavieranus into the living room of his home, stripped off his jacket, and
slipped him into a Mc Carthy coat. Xavieranus ·felt a little uncomfortable in as much as the sleeves were at least six· inches
short, but Mc Carthy flashed a couple of brilliant lights in his eyes,
told him to smile pleasantly, and it was all over. Xavieranus
rendered his thanks and took his leave.

In Our College Slaop
••• On Your Campus

ltlableg's Speeial
Representative•••

'

·Bert Downing
Xavier IJniversity Student Couneil President
Mabley's College Shop has everything you need to give you the
well-dressed, assured look that marks a young man on the way
up.

Bert Downing will be in the College Shop every Saturday

or by appointment during the week, to show you our selection.
Come see our excel lent. rar:ige of clothes.
Mabley's College Shop : Set!Oad Floor

TAX STAMPS WANTED
Now Is the time for all good
men to gather every available
Ohio State sales tax stamp and
turn them in to Mrs. Thlnnes
at the switchboard in Hinkle
Hall, or deposit them In the
NEWS mail boxes.
These
1tamps are used for the upkeep and maintenance of the
Jesuit home, Dinkle Ball, and
Its grounds.

RECORDS
SHEET MUSIC
GREETING CARDS

• •

SONG SHOP
34-36 E. Fifth St.
OD FoantalD .........

SHOP FROM IO O'CLOCK TO 5:30 P. M.

Mahley

E
E

§
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XAVERIANUS

He Becomes. A Night Student
By Bob Helmes .
.

I=

house? What is the. cook.'s maiden§
name? See what we mean! Roses :
·
to Joe Stine. He could sing, re- §
cite and he knew all the answers. E
5
We consider him excellent sopho- §
.more material.
WHITE VILLA GROCERS, INC.
We were fortunate enough to
sit in on the festivities ·at the
537 EAST PEARL ST.
§
Topper last Saturday night; • •mm1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m111111111111111111mli111i

& Carew
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• Xavier University Evening College News •

Bridge Lessons A New Deal
For Evening College ·students
W ednesclay Evening Time
Set For Conll•act Classes
Are you interested in learning
to play bridge? If you already
know how to play, would you be
interested in improving your
game? Here is your chance! Beginning Wednesday evening, October 22, 'a course consisting of
six lessons will be offered at the
Evening College. Classes will be
held on Wednesday nights for
six consecutive weeks. Mrs. Dean
Seymour Wieisbach, well-known
bridge instructor, will conduct the
classes which will be held fr,om
7: 00 P. M. to 9: 00 P. M. Registrations for the course are now
being accepted at the office of the
Evening College. The fee for the
course is $6.00.

MOVIE

PROJECTORS
' WORK
AID STUDENTS

We learn by sight, sound, and
action; and the students of Xavier may now learn their lessons
by seeing and hearing, with the
aid of a recently purchased sixteen millimeter Ampro movie projector equipped with sound and
screen all ready for action on the
fourth floor ·of the school building.
· The Applied Business Phychoology class, instructed by Mr.
Castellini, inaugurated its first
class of the semester, Tuesday
evening, September 30, with the
use of this projection camera. "By
Jupiter" was the title of the film
presented to illustrate to the psycho1ogy students that. courtesy
repays.
Any class or group in the·school
may use the projection camera.

••••••••••. . . •• . . .•••••••H••-•H•e111H111111n•11H1 . . . 11

CH 0 I CE

C H AT T E R
By

Marilyn Hilver•

.............................................................
By Jrilie Geck•
Again we travel to the land
below the river to pick this
week's outstanding personality.
We'll have to go back to the time
when our "star" ;was seven years
old .. It seems he wantt?d to play
hookey instead of going to kindergarten. He went to the race
track, and for doing so was
whipped soundly by his father
and told that if he wasn't careful, he would grow up to be a
"hard boot". This is. why Louis
P. Froelicher now accounts for
the nickname "Boots".
"Boots", as anyone will tell
you, is now a very hard worker.
Being Expediter of the Boosters
keeps him plenty busy. He is a
member of the Veterans Club,
and was a member of the Xavier
Bowling League last year. He also
likes it known that eating fried
chicken is his favorite past time.
But, all kidding aside, "Boots"
is very serious about his BBA
degree wihch he hopes to complete next year. He started it in
1938, but took 31/z years out for
Amry duty during the war.
With all this work he still has
time to make friends, and rates
high on the popularity list. Is it
any wonder, with a record like
this, Xavier is more than proud
of "Boots" Froelicher.

PAUSE FOR .COKE
-RELAXES GOLFERS

cruising Leo Krug, a member of
the Booster Club, Choral Club,
Riding Club, Bowling Club, and
Dramatic Club... what, no Bridge
Club? Leo, for shame!
Rumor Saw:· Ed Rauch, holding Leo's smelling salts; Mary
Cathryn Zimmer, New Yorking
to see "Brigadoon;" Mary Lou
Sauer, co-editing the OLC News;
Jerry Hutchinson, selling an ultra
modern adding machine-it floats;
Ed Fehring, Jr. popping vest
buttons o'er the arrival of Ed
Fehring, Ill; Alice Hackett, Verna
and Rita Zimmerman, riding
hosses at the Jack and Jo Ranch
in Michigan; Joe Kuhling, majoring in hoboology; Donald Davis,
discipling Joe; Ginny Butz, late
for classes; Jayne Holtel, bandaging Jack Santen's broken arm;
(his left) Shirley Green, Mt. St.
Joe, freezing ·bacardies at Lake
Placid; Tom Fisher, Cincinnati
Times-Star, studenting the new
Catholic Literature class; Audrey
Mccafferty, big wheeling the
Kroger Co.; Francey Berns,
breezing in from Florida; Ray
Finke, ·newlywedding Ann Lockhorn; Larry Hawks, leaving
Evanston Campus for XUEC;
Marilynne Groh, cough dropping
a cold; Pat Voet, secretarying at
the Cincinnati Enquirer; B. D.'s
replacing T. J.'s in the hearts of
post-class sessioners; Ken Walker,
now a second year man; Nora
and Peggy Burke, riding high;
handsome Jim Scully and Colonel
Ken Haner, returning to the
land· of the Yankee; Don Scully,
Jim's younger , brother, making
329 basketball points for Louisville St. Xavier in '47; Father
Hetherington, playing October
Santa Claus; Gene Coates, in from
Golf Manor; Rosemary Schreiber,
adding charm to the News Staff;
Eddie Goetz, burring his tresses
once again; and Jack Stallmeyer,
scouring the classified ads.

•

Choral Club Plans Program
Of Concerts For Coming Year
Beliarmine Mass and Xmas
Caroling Already Listed

StudentAt the meeting of the Choral
The current personification of Club ·on October 5, the committee
Sketches the Active Spirit of Xavier is consisting of Miss Helen Gough,
Louis P. Froelicl1er

••••

Directress, Eunice Luskey, Ray
Hogan and Arthur Volek, announced the tentative program for the
Club for the balance of 1947.
Sunday, October 26, has been
chosen as the date when the
Choral Club will sing the Mass at
St. Bellarmine Chapel. After this
Communion Mass, breakfast will

be served on the campus for
the Club members.
Plans are in the offing fqr another party to be given sometime in November, on the Evanston Campus.
Practices have been. started for
the musical program also to be
given during November, for the
afflicted at the Good Samaritan
and other hospitals in the city.
In December the Club will present a Caroling Program as in
past years. More definite plans
wlil be announced later.

---------------------------

My Observations This Week •••

A FAMlLY GENIUS,
A CO-ED'S NERVES
By Pai Riley • • •
--------------------------You may wonder why some of us can't get our assignments
in on time,· or why they don't show up at all. Well, sir, it's all
my brother's fault, yes, that's just what it is, don't sneer, lower
that right eyebrow.
I think that you will agree with me that my case is a very
special one, and deserves much consideration. My brother is a member of that vast army of amateur inventors, and believe me, he invents to the nth degree. Take last night, for example. I was trying
to concentrate and absorb some learning while brother was studying a different method of putting together an old coffee pot, a
door bell, and a cement mixer. What he was trying to attain I
honestly do not know, but when his work was finished, the noise
that this thing made was definitely startling.
To prove to you that his products are really ingenious, with a
mad gleam in his eyes, he proceeded to hide this thing behind
chairs. When persons sat in the chair, I needn't tell you what their
reactions were.
Of course, his combination radio, record and light signal
machine is indeed his most clever accomplishment. This .gruesome
looking instrument plays records and also is equipped with lights
that flash on and off, causing the record to step up something
fearful and then we have· an excellent imitation of Donald Duck
or Wo~dy Woodpecker. All this while his poor demented sister
(that's me) is trying valiantly with tears in her eyes to cram a
little knowledge into her noggin.
So you see that my conditions at home are absolutely nil for
any kind of studying. What with deluxe coffee mixers and bell
pots, er I mean coffee bells and pot doors, er, that is, oh what's
the use! Does anyone have an aspirin?

j
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QUEEN CITY BLUE PRINT CO.
124 Government Place (Rear of Post Office)
Photostats

Raincoats
Umbrellas
Rubbers
Galoshes
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For
GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

for men, women
and children.
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Cineinnati, Ohio

'
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Whole1ale Grocer•

2nd and Vine Streeta

An lnclepencteat Since lMI

§
5

The Laundry Nearest Xavie.r
Offers Fast, Dependable Service
"SHIRTS OUR SPECIALTY"
One Day Service If Desired
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iE ASTOR LAUNDERERS i§
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3912 Reading Road

.
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"You Get ''Em Faster At Astor"
BACHELOR BUNDLES OUR SPECIALTY
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X HOLDS POWERFUL
WILDCAT TEAM, 20-7;
McQUADE HITS _FOR TD

Streaking Back To Cleveland!

, "Red" Lavelle
Heads Frosh
Football Squad
Many Varsity Hopefuls
Show Well In Practice

Muskies Play On Even Tei:111s After First
10 Minutes Of Play; Team Lauded For Efforts

The Xavier University freshman football program under the
very able tutorship of Coach
By ]rule Hils
Charles Lavelle, has moved into
Bef~re a packed house of 15,000 spectators last Saturhigh gear with its daily practices
·day night at Xavier Stadium, Xavier's Musketeers went down
and scrimmage sessions. Fundto their first defeat of the season to the highly touted Kenamental football, blocking, char_tucky Wildcats by a 20 to 7 count.
.
ging and tackling is being stressThe game started on a sour note for the Kluska warriors
ed to the varsity aspirants as beas the ponderous Wildcats scored
ing the essential quaiities they
the first two times they got the
will need. if they hope to reach
ball to tak~ an early 14 to .o ad- Re~..ain
the
varsity squad in the coming
vantage with only 10 mmutes
years.
gone in the first quarter. After 111
K'lf 1
A i t Toledo KilThe freshman, in their all work
1 oy e.
that the Blue clad Battlers settled
ga ns
and little glory role, have been
·ed the
(Continued trom Page 1)
foyle put on a one man show as
11
Utscol
t
1
down anc ac ua Y o
·
·
All
h
working hard and long in an efBelanich was an
- he threw four touc down passes,
I.r.__en t uc k.ians 7 t o 6 th e rest -0f Belanich.
.
'd
t
t
kl
.
.
1
fort to show their coach that they
American cand1 ate a ac e m completmg 9 out o f 25 a tt emp t s
have what it takes for college
By Bob Coates
the way.
1926.
with no interceptions to upset
Dill Mosley, Cat fullback, spearThe Carroll forward wall is 1the Rockets, 35-15. To climax the .-.-..-...---..---.---••---=,=,.=
....=..=..=,=-=..=..=..=...=._.=
.., ball. They often provide the opheaded the Kentucky ground ·at- flanked by,a couple of 190 pound evening, he kicked five out of
The fans at the Muskie-Wild- position for the varsity in the
tack by scoring twice on bull-like wingman, Ray Helvey and Ro- five extra points.
~at encounter were quite im- middle of the week scrimmages
thrusts through the "X" middle. mano Conti. At tackles will be
Muskies at Full Strength
pressed by the clean hard foot- and can bear testimony to the
"Dopey" Phelps, the much pub- Bill McKean and 240 pound Joe
ball displayed by both sides: True gridiron saying that· the hardest _
licizccl climax runner of the WildThe Musketeer forward wall sportsmanship reigned· through- game -of the week is on Wednesday. When the varsity tapers off
cats, tallied the third Ky. score ~1111111111111 will line· up just about the same out. Hand shaking and c:ongratbut in general he failed to im- '''}:~:l'}::;;;;;:;t~::
as in previous encounters. Jim ulations were quite evident as their practice at the end of the
week the freshmen continue to
press as the Muskie forwards
DeFranco and Bob Conway will the gun sounded.
"beat lheads" by dividing their
pounced on him at every ·opportbe at ends, Jim Marek and
• • •
squads into two teams and havRay Stackhouse will be at tackles,
uni.ty. A pass netted X's score in
The Muskies held the Wildcat ing an intersquad scrimmage.
the second period after a ·neat inDon Kay and Mike Varchola at
. Some of the boys, according to
terception by Steve O'Dea had
guards, and Steve O'Dea will be safety men to
a total of 27
Coach Lavelle, have been showset the stage. Bobby McQuacle
at center.
yards in their
ing up quite well and seem to
thren the aerial, which Pat FehrWith Al Lang out with an inseven punt refit into Xavier's plans for the fuing captured for a 31 yard scarjured right foot, 185 pound Jack
turns; a little
1
ture. In a recent interview he
ing play.
; Oliver will be at fullback. Pat less than four
named
the following men as the
The fireworks began immed'Fehring and Paul Drennan will yards per try.
most outstanding prospects. At
iately after Varchola's fi'ne kickbe at the halves, and the veteran Dopey Phelps,
the ends four men have shown
off which Phelps took in the encl
Bob McQuade will Qe the signal the n a t i o n's
well. These are O'Brien,~ Cady,
zone and brought out to the 20.
caller.
leader in this
Hipp, and Glade. 'At the tackles
On the first play from scrimmage
department last
No Pre-game Favorite
Rothan, Murphy, Kief, and ~olker
Jack Farris took off-.from Blanda
season, ran
The
two
teams
seem
evenly
<Continued on Page 7)
on a reverse and carried all the
matched with Carroll having a back two punts for ten yards.
way to the "X" 29 before. Mcslight edge in speed and Xavier
Quade collared him. When two
Bob Conway continued his
having a slight edge in weight.
line plays and a pass failed to
fine
kicking against the WildThere should be no pre-game
eat up yardage, Blanda sent
cats.· He kicked seven times at
favorites
as
this
will
be
a
battle
Phelps reeling to the· 5. Mosley
an average of 36 yards per punt;
all the way.
in two tries scored and Blanaa
a slight margin less than Blanda's
Pat Iacobucci, scrappy local
converted making it 7 to O.
The probable starting line-ups
37.7 average.
featherweight, has resumed his
are:
The Musketeers couldn't go
studies as a sophomore after comXAVIER
after taking the kick off so ConDick Hensley, Wildcat six foot pleting a very successful summer
Player
Weight
Pos.
way punted to the Kentucky 48.
four inch 195 pound end, caught boxing tour. Judging from the
Conway
On third and 10 a lateral pass
' 195
LE
six of the 12 passes thrown to bouts Pat has had this summer
play, Blanda to Boller to Bentley
Stackhouse
him for a total of 91 yards. He and the success he has enjoyed
230
LT
clicked to the 28. Two snap passes,
is a standout in the Kentucky it can be said that he is now
• Kay
215
LG
Blanda to Hensley carried to the
forward
wall.
one ',of the best featherweights
·c
O'Dca
208
2 fr.om where Mosley again tallcampaigning
in this part of the
Nowaskey,
J.
C.
guard,
has
Varchola
205
Bill
'RG
ied. Blanda's successful placeAl Lang only ran the ball four country.
brother
on
Chicago
Bears.
Marek
215!
ment made it 14 to 0. That ended
RT
times against the Cats. He totaled
Here is his record for the sumfirst quarter scoring.
Fougerousse. Jud Whelan, with I DeFranco
178
12 yards at three yard~ per try mer: On June 9 a TKO over Paul
RE
170-•
q.efore he sustained a foot injury. Carletta of Cleveland in the third
The second period began with the famed Fleet City Bluejackets McQuade
QB
n
5·
•
things about even until scrappy in the service, will have 195 0
round. In a six round prelim on
17
LU
. 1 N owas k ey as. h'is run- renna
.
Even though Dan Phelps scored the Zale-Graziano championship
Steve O'Dea intercepted Jim pound Bil
RH
170
one touchdown he was held to card he was given the nod over.
Babb's aerial on the Wildcat 40 ning mate at guard. The pivot Fc~rang
spot
is
held
down
by
six
feet
Obver
185
FB
3.3 yards per try ·by the Muskie Frankie Gerrard from Cleveland.
and returned to the "X" 31. Mcline.
three
inch,
205
pound
Bill
Eline.
JOHN
CARROLL
Next, ·Xavier's "little walloper,
Quade and Fehring then teamed
TKO'd Bud Cottey of Indianapolis
up to put over a score on the
J. C.'s Light and Fast
Player
Weight
Pos.
The Muskies have completed in the eighth. Frankie Malone
supposed invincible Kentucky
The Blue Streaks have a couple Helvey
190
LE
34% of their attempted aerials was decis,oned by Pat in a ten
crew. Conway aided in the mark- of lightweight halfbacks in Lenny 1McKeon 200
LT
in the first three· games. All op- i·ound main event in Louisville
er by throwing a vicious block Soeder and Jim Eisenmann, who Nowaskey
195
ponents,..
have a ·43.5 percentage on August 29. Again in a ten
LG
on the lone Wildcat remaining can do the 100 yard dash in 10.2 I ' Ii
.
of co~pletions.
round main event in Dayton
after Fehring had speared the seconds.
205
Soeder weighs 170 : E ne
September 10, he.· decisioned
McQuade heave on the 15. O'Dea'.s pounds and Eisenmann is only a Whelan
185
KG
Musketeer Powerhouse Gerrard and another Clevelander,
place kick made it Ke.ntucky 14, 160 pounder. At fullback Carroll IFougerousse
240
RT
Juan Manuel, was set back by the
Xavier 7 as the half ended.
has powerfull 200 pound Norris Conti
190
RE
In 1920 the Musketeer eleven barrel-chested Iacobucci in ten
The final · score came on a Fair.
Kilfoyle
rolled over the opposition in all rounds in Dayton.
175
QB
Phelps smash over left tackle in
The spark plug for the Blue 1S d
but one game, scoring a total
Th1se wins give Pat the en172
RH
the third period after a long Streak offensive attack so far 'I oe er
of 309 points to 37 for the foe. viable record of 28 wins, 2 draws,
160
pass to Hensley had put the ball this season has been the spec- . Eisenmann
LB
Miami accounted ·for 31 points· and 1 loss, which isn't bad for a
in scoring position.
tacular play of quarterback Bob Fair
200
FB
in the first~game of that season, 19-year old Sophomore.
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Iacobucci Shows
Enviable Record
This Summer
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A.S I SEE IT:

44 Fighting Hearts
. By Dick Henkel The 15-odd thousands of spectators who witnessed Xavier's
scrap with Kentucky last week couldn't help but be impressed with
the dogged fight that a valiant Musketeer squad displayed. For
diplomacy's sake we will say that Kentucky played a "bruising"
game. That in itself was impressive to the fans. Most people expected to see the Wildcats play such a game, but evidently nobody
expected it more than Ed Kluska and Bill Feldhaus and their 44
Musketeers.
Caesar's "Veni, vidi, vici" may well be applied
to Saturday night's game, for X's gridders came
out to see what the dog-eat-dog Wildcats had to
offer, and pitted sheer viciousness against UK's
general superiority to conquer from the moral
standpoint.
Kentucky's football could show a decided
superiority in the statistics aml score columns,
but it was thoroughly smothered under a great
big Musketeer heart made up of 44 fighting hearts.
A mere salute may be little reward for the
punishment that fighting 44 absorbed, but there
isn't a soul claiming the title "Xaver Musketeers" who doesn't
salute the team whose exhibition probably will be remembered and
recalled. for years to come .
. CINCINNATl's "HUMBLE NEWSGATHERER" .••
Among celebrities in attendance at the Musketeer Club's weekly
luncheon last week was Joe Aston, sports editor of the Cincinnati
Post. In his daily column on October 2 this respected gentleman
saw fit to describe the talks given by Coaches Ed Kluska and Bill
Feldhaus at the luncheon in which they "turned into verbal machine
guns when facing an audience of alumi and other off-campus
supporters."
The sports editor went on to "analyze the situation" which
evinced such enthusiasm and verbosity from these "young men"
who are so "reticent and evasive" when he tries to extract "worm.while information" from them so that he can earn his daily bread.
Mr. Aston's analysis of the situation took a decided "sour grapes"
turn when he decided, in print, that our worthy football mentors
had "lulled the alumni into a happy state of blissful confidence
and security."
After mentioning the versatility necessary to being a successful "college football coach these days," the Post's sports editor
signed -off. He probably went home that night with the smug
satisfaction ·that he had turned a lack of worthwhile information
into five ·and a quarter double column inches of sports copy.
SOUR GRAPES?
Mr. Aston, filled space, but the sour grapes in his treatment of
the subject was evident to more people than just this writer. At
~vier we don't feel that Ed Kluska and Bill Feldhaus are "lulling"
anyone into "blissful confidence and security." If Kentucky felt
lulled last Saturday we'll eat their collective helmets at the corner
of Elm and -Post Square. If Xavier's coaches obviously had good
reasons for not telling you what defenses, et al, they ,had planned
for UK, why say that they're "lulling'' the alumni or anyone else?
Xavier's campus and alumni are serious-minded people and have
concrete reasons for ·feeling confident and secure, thanks to th~ir
football coaches. We're glad to be that way, thank you, and
definitely dislike anyone making light of that seriousness for 'a,~y
reason.

ering Herd was· brought down
somewhat last Saturday night.
They managed to eke out a one
point victory over Eastern after
being a heavy pre-game favorite.
Cincinnati 20-St. Bonaventure 14
The Bearcats definitely weren't
up to par as they downed the
Bonnies from upstate New York.
Their pass - defense was ragged
and two touchdowns were called
back because of backfield-inmotion penalties. Similar errors
throughout the ·game .bogged
them down every time they began to roll;
Ohio_ U. 14-Butler 7
Trailing at the half, the Bob-

LETTING HAIR DOWN
Very few individuals who have had the privilege of writing
about the Muskie gridders to date have had the chance to put a
definite finger on any standouts in the line-up. The UK game has
,given that opportunity, so for the record we feel that a few names
deserve special mention.
Tackles Jim Marek and Ray Stackhouse arc going to make a
lot of coaches' mouths water before they leave the campus, and
both have demonstrated their ability to play the fourth quarter
as well as the first. Against UK, Mike Varchola did some impressive shoving around from his guard slot, and Steve O'Dea and
Mike Vikertoskey will start man~ an argument when the fans begin
determining superior ability at center. Jim DeFranco's 178 pounds
·have looked like a solid 200, and Injun Conway is probably the
only triple-threat end in the nation. That the sun will set is as
dependable_ a fact as is the presence of Bob McQuade at quarter,
and Pat Fehring's star has risen more than any other player's. Al
Lang speaks for himself when he hits hopeful tacklers. Someone
in that bunch is going to achieve a lot of praising recognition before
long.
·

PAGE SEVEN

Winkler and Grimes stand out at
the center spot.
In the backfield Lavelle named Bohannon, Laverio, and Karken at the important quarterback
position. D'aley, Davis, Squeri,
Crowe, Hanlon, and Masdea have
all performed well at halfback.
Kunkel and Masali have put
forth the best efforts at the fullback slot.
These arc the men ·With. which
Coach Lavelle will work with this
year in an effort to provide the
(Continued from Page 6)
varsity material with as much
have given the best efforts. The experience as possible to replace
guard position finds the Hiss lhe men who will graduate withtwins, Schilling, and Mccowan. in the' next two years.

cats bounced back with two third
period touchdo\'{_ns to win their
second straight contest and the
first official Mid-American conference game of the season. King
Brady scored on a 50 yard pass
to tie up the game and a forty
yard drive a few minutes later
settled the decision.

Lavelle Heads
Fresh1nan Squad

"Coming right at you

•••

CHESTERFIELD
the· best cigarette you· ever got your

hands on."

.

!How Xavier Foes Fared Last Weeki
John-Carroll 35-Toledo 14
Xavier's next foe pulled one
of the biggest upsets in last
week's Ohio football parade.
They trounced the Rockets who
had won two victories by topheavy scores over Great Lakes
and Case. Carroll made it two
in -a row by exhibiting a power
packed offense and a fine defensive line. The Clevelanders
now rank third in scoring among
the teams in the state.
Miami 35-Kent State 7
The Redskins remained undefeated by overpowering Kent
State with a devastating groun~

attack. Scoring once in each of
the first three periods and twice
in the last, Miami limited Kent
to one marker, a pass in the
third quarter.
Dayton 20-Bowling Green 13
In a hard-fought battle, the
University _of Dayton managed
to defeat the Falcons by the margin of a touchdown. The
Flyers, •undefeated .in two games,
face U. C. this weekend in what
is generally acknowledged as
their toughest game of the season.
Marshall 7-Eastern Kentucky 6
Having 'scored 104 points in
their first two games, the Thund-

Cop)'riah1 1947, LloGrrr II Mnu To.w;o Co.
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PAGE EIGHT

X U Great Books
Course Begins
Rev. Harold C. Gardiner, S.J.,
Literary Editor of America, gave
the Introductory Lecture of Xavier's GREAT BOOKS.Discussion
Series last Saturday afternoon,
October 4. His lecture consisted
of two main topics: first a• criticism of the GREAT BOORS
FOUNDATION COURSE as envisioned by Chicago University,
and second, the suggestion of
some general principles of reading. Parts of his talk follow:
"Xavier is to be congratulated
for taking part in the GREAT
BOOKS courses and especially
fo1: stating and defining certain
objectives in the course to the
Chic.:pgo plan which conducts discussion merely for the sake of
discussion. The Chicago course
would, strangely enough, eliminate religion from a liberal education and thus rule out man
as a spiritual being. . . Chicago
has a fear of teaching anything;
the leaders .of their discussions
are not allowed to project any
direct ideas.
'
"Xavier does not want to teach
by dogmatizing, but her air. is
abjective truth.
"In considering general principles of reading we might askto which we might answer that
aside from compulsory a:;;i.d incidental reading, we read for pleasure .and for the profit we can
take away. This enrichment must
be in keeping with God's law and
will therefore enrich u!I in faith,
hope, and charity: faith in human nature; hope in man's achieving good; recognition of bases for
love, sympathy, tolerance, and
understanding. After we read a
book it might be well to ask
ourselves if we have experienc'ed
such enrichment."
Father Gardiner deplored the
misleading s e n t i m e n t a lity of
books like The Robe and The
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Facult.y Convenes For
Counselling Service

HEALTH SERVICE OPENS

(Continued from Page 1)
What the new guidance service
means to the student will be very
significant, in that each Xavier
students will know definitely to
w,hom he is to go for advice and
Counsel, and each student, veteran and non-veteran alike, will
The Drug Store closest to
have the opportunity of personal
advice from an expert and perXavier University
sonal friend.~
Tlie Abe Baumring
Present at the Friday meeting
Pharmacy
were Messrs. Irvin F. Beumer,
Frank X. Brearton, Joseph Bour-· · -..-·~~~TON
_,

....

Please ·9'." 1nay ~ 1nake
a Suggestion!

Shown above are Drs. Jerome Janson, C. Richard Schroder and
Joseph Podesta after consultation with extra point kicker Gabe
Pruent, (seated on table), just treated for bruised ankle.
Nearly 900 students have been
treated by the Student Health
Service since its inception last
February, according to Dr. C.
Richard Schroeder, staff director.
In time the organization will de-·
velop into one oi the finest student health services in the country,
Dr. Schroeder said.
Not only does the health service treat students, other duties
as the supervision of food handling, inspection of kitchens and
dining rooms and prescribing
hygienic conditions for student
dormitories. are provided by the
service.
Four doctors, including Drs.
Joseph Podesta, Jerome Janson,
Leo Smyth, and· Schroeder, comprise the medical staff, of which
one is on duty six days a week
from 8 to 10 a. m. Former medical corpsmen Cornelius Derrick,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Norbert Sehlhorst, and Robert
Effinger, in the Army and Navy
are on duty during· the daylight
hours to handle minor cases. The
health service Iispensary is located in room 3, Fieldhouse.
The medical advisory board
consists of Drs. Edward McGrath,
Charles Barrett, and A. R. V·onderahe.

The Purple Cow is the place to meet
When Xavier men want to treat
Each other or their girl friend fair
To food fit for a millionaire.
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Too Important To Forget The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

=

Miracle of the Bells which he
claimed could ultimately do more
harm by inculcating false ideas
and philosophies than could
"dirty" books, the blatant faults
of wl1ich are easily perceived
and corrected.
lmmHHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli
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The platter that's causing plenty of chatter
in juke circles is "Skitch" Henderson's latest
instrumental-"Dancing With a Deb." Boy
-what a record!
It's obvious "Skitch" has had plenty
of experience in tickling those ivories,.
and he follows that experience rule in
smoking too. "I smoked many different
brands and compared," says "Skitch."
"My choice from experience is
Camel."
Try Camels. Compare. Let your
own expel'ience tell you why more
people are smoking Camels than
ever before !

-"Skitch" Henderson's Newest Disc for Capitol

"Skitch" aml some of
his side-men looking
over an 11rra11geme11t of
"Da11cillg lVitb a Deb."

,
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\

peois, Raymond McCoy, Robert F.
Cissell, George E. Hiatt, Frank
M. Insernl, Joseph Link, Jr., William Marcaccio, Louis Feldhaus,
Edward J. Murray, Rocco Paone,
Paul A. Parent, Joseph D. Rittenhouse, Eric Seamann, Lawrence
W. Selzer, Ray Tilton, Frank N.
Wheelan, Charles 'F.• Wheeler,
William H. Willer, and J. Wirth.

CAMeLS
WITH ME!
B.1. Bemoltll Tobacco Co,
Wln1lon·Salem, N. c.

